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Abstract. We consider the problem of estimating the mean entropy production

rate in a nonequilibrium process from the measurements of first-passage quantities

associated with a single current. For first-passage processes with large thresholds,

Refs. [1, 2] identified a ratio of first-passage observables — involving the mean first-

passage time, the splitting probability, and the first-passage thresholds— that lower

bounds the entropy production rate and is an unbiased estimator of the entropy

production rate when applied to a current that is proportional to the stochastic

entropy production. Here, we show that also at finite thresholds, a finite number of

realisations of the nonequilibrium process, and for currents that are not proportional to

the stochastic entropy production, first-passage ratios can accurately estimate the rate

of dissipation. In particular, first-passage ratios capture a finite fraction of the total

entropy production rate in regimes far from thermal equilibrium where thermodynamic

uncertainty ratios capture a negligible fraction of the total entropy production rate.

Moreover, we show that first-passage ratios incorporate nonMarkovian statistics in the

estimated value of the dissipation rate, which are difficult to include in estimates based

on Kullback-Leibler divergences. Taken together, we show that entropy production

estimation with first-passage ratios is complementary to estimation methods based on

thermodynamic uncertainty ratios and Kullback-Leibler divergences.

1. Introduction

Empirical measurements of dissipated heat in nonequilibrium, mesoscopic systems are

challenging. The obstacle is that heat, defined as the remainder energy required to

satisfy the first law of thermodynamics [3], is microscopically the energy exchanged

between a system and its environment through interactions with a large number of

microscopic degrees of freedom [4]. Therefore, contrarily to the work performed on a

system, heat cannot be measured directly.

To illustrate the empirical difficulty of measuring heat in small systems, let us

consider the example of a molecular motor in a living cell. A molecular motor dissipates

at a power of 10−18W [5, 6, 7], which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the

10−6W sensitivity of calorimeters [8, 9]. Nevertheless, even if it were possible to measure

heat at an accuracy of 10−18W , then still it would not be possible to measure the rate
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of dissipation of a molecular motor in a living cell, as in living cells a large number of

dissipative processes take place at once. Therefore, it is important to develop alternative

methods to measure dissipation in nonequilibrium, mesoscopic systems.

Instead of measuring the rate ṡ of dissipation, also known as the entropy production

rate, with calorimeters, the entropy production rate can be estimated from the

trajectories of slow, coarse-grained degrees of freedom, which is an example of a

thermodynamic inference problem [10]. In this paper, we consider entropy production

estimation based on the trajectories of a single current J in a stationary process. An

observer measures, e.g., the current in an electrical wire or the position of a molecular

motor bound to a biofilament, and aims to estimate the rate of dissipation from the

obtained trajectories. If the average current 〈J(t)〉 6= 0, then the system is driven out

of equilibrium. However, in general, it is not possible to estimate the rate of dissipation

from the average current, except when the thermodynamic affinity is known. On the

other hand, when the whole trajectory of the current J is available, then it is possible

to estimate the entropy production rate from fluctuations in the current [11].

An estimator of dissipation is a real-valued functional evaluated on the trajectories

of a nonequilibrium process. In the present paper we limit ourselves to estimators that

are evaluated on the trajectories of a single current J , and we also consider estimators

that do not require knowledge about the model that determines the statistics of the

nonequilibrium process X. These two limitations model physical scenarios for which

only partial information about the nonequilibrium process is available, such as, the case

when the position of a molecular motor is measured, but the chemical states of its motor

heads are not known.

The quality of an estimator is determined by its bias, i.e., the distance between the

average value of the estimator and the rate of dissipation. Since we consider problems

with partial information, it is in general not possible to obtain an unbiased estimator. In

fact, when observing a single current, a good estimator of dissipation will underestimate

the amount of dissipation in the process, as in general there exist other dissipative

processes that do not directly influence the measured current. A notable exception is

when the current J is proportional to the stochastic entropy production. In this case,

we expect a good estimator to be unbiased. Lastly, let us mention that the bias of

an estimator can depend on the number of trajectories available. In other words, an

estimator may have a small bias in the limit of an infinite number of realisations of a

nonequilibrium process, while in situations of finite data the same estimator may have

a large bias.

As the entropy production estimation problem has been considered before, we first

review two estimators that have been well studied in the literature. Subsequently, we

present an estimator based on first-passage processes that has been less studied, and

which constitutes the main topic of this paper.

The first estimator that we review is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the

probability to observe a trajectory of a current and the probability to observe its time-

reversed trajectory, see e.g., Refs. [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. In general, it is however
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impractical to evaluate the Kullback-Leibler divergence. This because the statistics of a

single current J are nonMarkovian, which complicates significantly the evaluation of the

probability to observe a certain trajectory. Because of this complication, nonMarkovian

effects in the current are often neglected by evaluating [12, 13, 14]

ŝKL :=
∑
j∈J

ṅj log
ṅj
ṅ−j

, (1)

where ṅj is the rate at which the current J makes a jump of size j, and J is the

set of possible jump sizes. The estimator (1) neglects nonMarkovian statistics in J ’s

trajectory, and consequently the estimator is biased, i.e., ŝKL ≤ ṡ.

A second estimator of dissipation that we review is the Thermodynamic Uncertainty

Ratio (TUR) [18, 11, 10, 19, 20]

ŝTUR :=
2j

2
t

σ2
J(t)

, (2)

where J(t) is a stochastic current at time t, j = 〈J(t)〉/t is the average current rate, and

σ2
J(t) = 〈J2(t)〉 − 〈J(t)〉2 is the variance of the current. The TUR has been proposed as

an estimator of dissipation as it lower bounds the entropy production rate in stationary

Markov jump processes and overdamped Langevin processes, i.e., ŝTUR ≤ ṡ. However,

the bias of the TUR is large for systems far from thermal equilibrium. For example, it

was shown that ŝTUR captures 20 % of the total dissipation of molecular motors, such

as kinesin and myosin [6, 7], and the bias of the TUR remains large when J equals the

stochastic entropy production [21].

In an attempt of resolving the issues in the bias of the Kullback-Leibler divergence

and the TUR, we study in this paper the First-Passage Ratio (FPR) [1, 2]

ŝFPR(`+, `−) :=

{
`+
`−

1
〈TJ 〉
|ln p−| , j > 0,

`−
`+

1
〈TJ 〉
|ln p+| , j < 0,

(3)

where TJ is the first time when the stochastic current J leaves the open interval (−`−, `+)

with `−, `+ > 0, p− is the probability that J first goes below the negative threshold −`−
before exceeding the positive value `+, and p+ = 1 − p−. For stationary Markov jump

processes and in the limit of large thresholds `− and `+, the FPR bounds the dissipation

rate from below, i.e., ŝFPR ≤ ṡ[1, 2]. In addition, the FPR is an unbiased estimator

when J is proportional to the stochastic entropy production [1, 2], i.e., ŝFPR = ṡ, a

result that also holds in the limit of large thresholds.

Although it was established that ŝFPR equals ṡ for large thresholds and for currents

that are proportional to the stochastic entropy production, this is not sufficient to

conclude that ŝFPR is a useful estimator of dissipation. Therefore, in the present paper,

we determine the bias in the estimator ŝFPR for: (i) generic currents that are not

proportional to the entropy production; (ii) finite thresholds `+ and `−; and (iii) a

finite number of realisations of the nonequilibrium process. To this aim, we estimate

dissipation based on the FPR in two paradigmatic examples of nonequilibrium Markov

jump processes, namely, a random walker on a two-dimensional lattice [see Fig. 1(a)]
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(a) Random walk on a two-dimensional lattice

<latexit sha1_base64="jt54/+EF1upxyNahteVywLxuUas=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahvZREioqnoh48VrAf0ISy2W7apZtN3N0USujv8OJBEa/+GG/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz8/yYM6Vt+9vKra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo5aKEklok0Q8kh0fK8qZoE3NNKedWFIc+py2/dHtzG+PqVQsEo96ElMvxAPBAkawNpJXdiouKt9du/GQVXrFkl2150CrxMlICTI0esUvtx+RJKRCE46V6jp2rL0US80Ip9OCmygaYzLCA9o1VOCQKi+dHz1FZ0bpoyCSpoRGc/X3RIpDpSahbzpDrIdq2ZuJ/3ndRAdXXspEnGgqyGJRkHCkIzRLAPWZpETziSGYSGZuRWSIJSba5FQwITjLL6+S1nnVuajWHmql+k0WRx5O4BTK4MAl1OEeGtAEAk/wDK/wZo2tF+vd+li05qxs5hj+wPr8AS0okG8=</latexit>

(1) (D : �)
<latexit sha1_base64="ruPR7qPfOLCVqk5KAAvHPy+Gy60=">AAAB9HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRmICF9IagsYT0YtHTABJaEO2yxY2bLd1d0tCGn6HFw8a49Uf481/4wI9KPiSSV7em8nMPD/mTGnb/rZyG5tb2zv53cLe/sHhUfH4pKOiRBLaJhGPZNfHinImaFszzWk3lhSHPqeP/vhu7j9OqFQsEi09jakX4qFgASNYG8kr1ysuKrdu3HjEKv1iya7aC6B14mSkBBma/eKXO4hIElKhCcdK9Rw71l6KpWaE01nBTRSNMRnjIe0ZKnBIlZcujp6hC6MMUBBJU0Kjhfp7IsWhUtPQN50h1iO16s3F/7xeooNrL2UiTjQVZLkoSDjSEZongAZMUqL51BBMJDO3IjLCEhNtciqYEJzVl9dJ57Lq1Ku1h1qpcZvFkYczOIcyOHAFDbiHJrSBwBM8wyu8WRPrxXq3PpatOSubOYU/sD5/AE2TkIQ=</latexit>

(6) (T : �)

<latexit sha1_base64="nyFlv7w8xNU6m4noPSxL2V1s+7s=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VoNyWR+sBVURcuK/QFaSiT6aQdOsmEmRuhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtsstPXAhcM593LvPX4suAbb/rZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqK1loihrUSmk6vpEM8Ej1gIOgnVjxUjoC9bxx3czv/PElOYyasIkZl5IhhEPOCVgJLd8UenhcvMG31f6xZJdtefAq8TJSAllaPSLX72BpEnIIqCCaO06dgxeShRwKti00Es0iwkdkyFzDY1IyLSXzk+e4jOjDHAglakI8Fz9PZGSUOtJ6JvOkMBIL3sz8T/PTSC49lIexQmwiC4WBYnAIPHsfzzgilEQE0MIVdzciumIKELBpFQwITjLL6+S9nnVuazWHmul+m0WRx6doFNURg66QnX0gBqohSiS6Bm9ojcLrBfr3fpYtOasbOYY/YH1+QMgq482</latexit>

(5) (T : D)

<latexit sha1_base64="ZfxK6J9KvOx95rcyHL0Xwd5IBYs=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahvZREioqnoh48VrAf0MSy2W7apZtN2N0oJfR/ePGgiFf/izf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeX7MmdK2/W3lVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUtFiSS0SSIeyY6PFeVM0KZmmtNOLCkOfU7b/uh66rcfqVQsEvd6HFMvxAPBAkawNtJDuVZxUdmNh+wS3VR6xZJdtWdAy8TJSAkyNHrFL7cfkSSkQhOOleo6dqy9FEvNCKeTgpsoGmMywgPaNVTgkCovnV09QSdG6aMgkqaERjP190SKQ6XGoW86Q6yHatGbiv953UQHF17KRJxoKsh8UZBwpCM0jQD1maRE87EhmEhmbkVkiCUm2gRVMCE4iy8vk9Zp1Tmr1u5qpfpVFkcejuAYyuDAOdThFhrQBAISnuEV3qwn68V6tz7mrTkrmzmEP7A+fwCLyZCc</latexit>

(4) (� : D)
<latexit sha1_base64="PtPsiqyxDi3LwN27PNS/B+uxDwM=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSK0l5JoUfFU9OKxQr+giWWz3bRLN5uwu1FK6P/w4kERr/4Xb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpW3721pZXVvf2Mxt5bd3dvf2CweHLRUlktAmiXgkOz5WlDNBm5ppTjuxpDj0OW37o9up336kUrFINPQ4pl6IB4IFjGBtpIfSedlFJTcesmvUKPcKRbtiz4CWiZORImSo9wpfbj8iSUiFJhwr1XXsWHsplpoRTid5N1E0xmSEB7RrqMAhVV46u3qCTo3SR0EkTQmNZurviRSHSo1D33SGWA/VojcV//O6iQ6uvJSJONFUkPmiIOFIR2gaAeozSYnmY0MwkczcisgQS0y0CSpvQnAWX14mrbOKc1Gp3leLtZssjhwcwwmUwIFLqMEd1KEJBCQ8wyu8WU/Wi/VufcxbV6xs5gj+wPr8AaKJkKs=</latexit>

(3) (� : T )

<latexit sha1_base64="Ow1IUl6gp2JaABLyhaSKtztPCPw=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahvZSkFBVPRT14rNAvSEPZbDft0s0m7G6EEvozvHhQxKu/xpv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD/mTGnb/rZyG5tb2zv53cLe/sHhUfH4pKOiRBLaJhGPZM/HinImaFszzWkvlhSHPqddf3I397tPVCoWiZaextQL8UiwgBGsjeSWa5U+Kt/foFZlUCzZVXsBtE6cjJQgQ3NQ/OoPI5KEVGjCsVKuY8faS7HUjHA6K/QTRWNMJnhEXUMFDqny0sXJM3RhlCEKImlKaLRQf0+kOFRqGvqmM8R6rFa9ufif5yY6uPZSJuJEU0GWi4KEIx2h+f9oyCQlmk8NwUQycysiYywx0SalggnBWX15nXRqVeeyWn+slxq3WRx5OINzKIMDV9CAB2hCGwhE8Ayv8GZp68V6tz6WrTkrmzmFP7A+fwAb1I8z</latexit>

(2) (D : T )

(b) Six state model for molecular motors with two

motor heads, such as, conventional kinesin

Figure 1. Illustration of the two paradigmatic examples of nonequilibrium processes

that we consider in this paper. Subfigure (a): Random walker jumping on a two-

dimensional lattice at rates k+1 , k−1 , k+2 , and k−2 . Subfigure (b): Markov jump process

with six states, representing the different chemical configurations of the two motor

heads of a molecular motor bound to a biofilament [22, 6]. The different motor states

are ATP bound (T), ADP bound (D), and nucleotide free (φ). Since there are six

states, we also label them with {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} as indicated in the figure. The motor

moves forwards along the cycle (2→ 5→ 6→ 1→ 2) and moves backwards along the

cycle (5→ 2→ 3→ 4→ 5) at rates jf and jb, respectively.

and a model for a molecular motor with two motor heads [see Fig. 1(b)]. To evaluate

the quality of ŝFPR, we compare the bias in the estimates of dissipation based on the

FPR with those based on the TUR and the Kullback-Leibler divergence.

The paper is organised as follows: In Sec. 2, we introduce the setup of stationary

Markov jump processes that we use in this paper, and we define entropy production in

this setup. In Sec. 3, we define estimators of entropy production based on the FPR,

the TUR, and the Kullback-Leibler divergence. In Sec. 4, we make a study of ŝFPR as

an estimator of the entropy production rate in a two-dimensional random walk process,

and in Sec. 5, we make an analogous study for a model of a molecular motor with two

motor heads, such as, conventional kinesin. We end the paper with a discussion in
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Sec. 6, where we compare the advantages and disadvantages of the different estimators

for dissipation. The paper also contains three appendices with detailed information on

some of the calculations and the parameters used in the models.

2. Entropy production in stationary Markov jump processes

We first present in Sec. 2.1 the mathematical setup on which we work in this paper, and

in Sec. 2.2 we discuss the physical context of the mathematical setup.

2.1. General system setup

We focus in this paper on stationary Markov jump processes [23], which play an

important role in stochastic thermodynamics [24, 25]; doing so, we neglect the possibility

of a Hamiltonian evolution [26].

Let X(t) be a Markov jump process taking values in a discrete set X [23], with t ≥ 0

a time index. We denote by P the probability measure that generates the statistics of

X, and averages with respect to P are denoted by 〈·〉P, or more briefly 〈·〉. Trajectories

of X(t) are denoted by X t
0.

We assume that the process X is regular, i.e., it has a finite number of jumps within

each time interval of finite length. The probability distribution pX(t)(x) = p(x; t) of X(t)

solves Kolmogorov’s backward differential system [23]

∂tp(x; t) =
∑
y∈X\x

p(y; t)wy→x − p(x; t)
∑
y∈X\x

wx→y, for x ∈ X , (4)

where wx→y ∈ R+ are the transition rates to jump from x to y. We consider time-

homogeneous Markov jump processes for which the rates wy→x are independent of time t.

We assume that X admits a unique stationary probability distribution pss(x) with

pss(x) > 0 for all x ∈ X , and we set pX(0)(x) = pss(x), so that the process is stationary.

As shown in Ref. [23], in this setup it holds that for generic initial conditions the

stationary state is reached in a finite time, i.e., limt→∞ p(x; t) = pss(x), and moreover the

ergodic theorem implies that limt→∞ t
−1
∫ t

0
f(X(s))ds =

∑
x∈X f(x)pss(x) for all initial

distributions and real-valued functions f with
∑

x∈X |f(x)|pss(x) < ∞ [23]. Note that

for finite sets X , a sufficient requirement for the uniqueness of the stationary probability

distribution is that the graph of nonzero transitions wx→y is strongly connected — a

property that is often called irreducibility— and for countable sets X we also require

that the process is t-positive recurrent, i.e., the mean time for X to return to its initial

state is finite [23].

The last assumption we require is that the Markov jump process is reversible in the

sense that

wx→y = 0⇔ wy→x = 0, ∀x, y ∈ X . (5)
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Given the above assumptions, we can define the stochastic entropy production

by [27, 25]

S(t) :=
1

2

∑
x,y∈X

Jx→y(t) ln
pss(x)wx→y
pss(y)wy→x

, (6)

where the edge currents

Jx→y(t) = Nx→y(t)−Ny→x(t) (7)

denote the difference between the number of times Nx→y(t) the process X has jumped

from x to y in the time interval [0, t] and the number of times Ny→t(t) the process X has

jumped from y to x in the same time interval. We denote the mean entropy production

rate by

ṡ := 〈S(t)〉P/t =
∑
x,y∈X

pss(x)wx→y ln
pss(x)wx→y
pss(y)wy→x

, (8)

which will be the main quantity of interest in this paper.

2.2. Physical interpretation of ṡ based on local detailed balance

To give physical content to the entropy production rate ṡ— in the sense of dissipation

or the entropy production of the second law of thermodynamics — it is necessary to

make physical assumptions about the nature of the environment and the interactions

between the system and its environment. It should be emphasised that these physical

assumptions are mathematically superfluous, as they do not alter the model setup given

by Eq. (4). Indeed, Eq. (4) provides a coarse-grained description of a system for which

environmental degrees of freedom have already been integrated out. Nevertheless, to

understand the physical relevance of ṡ, it is necessary to consider how Eq. (8) appears

in the broader picture of a system coupled to an environment.

We assume that X ∈ X represents the slow, coarse-grained degrees of freedom of a

mesoscopic system that is in contact with one or more equilibrium reservoirs. A given

mesoscopic configuration x ∈ X has an energy u(x) and an entropy sint(x) due to the

existence of fast, internal degrees of freedom.

Following Refs. [28, 24, 29, 25], we use the principle of local detailed balance, which

states that
wx→y
wy→x

= esxy , with x, y ∈ X , (9)

where sxy(= −syx) is the change of entropy in the environment and the fast, internal

degrees of freedom of the system when X jumps from x to y. Note that Eq. (9) does not

require that the system is near equilibrium — as ṡ can be large — but it does require

that the environment is equilibrated. To have a system far from thermal equilibrium

that interacts with an environment in equilibrium, we require, in general, weak coupling

between system and environment and fast relaxation of the degrees of freedom in the

environment.
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The precise form of sxy depends on the physical problem of interest. For a system

in thermal equilibrium,

sxy =
f(x)− f(y)

Tenv

, (10)

where f(x) = u(x) − Tenv sint(x) is the free energy of the x-th state, and Tenv is the

temperature of the environment. Note that we use natural units for which Boltzmann’s

constant is set to one. For a nonequilibrium system in contact with a thermal reservoir,

Eq. (10) extends to

sxy = sint(y)− sint(x)− Q

Tenv

, (11)

where Q is the net heat absorbed by the system from the environment. Equation (11)

provides a direct link between the entropy production rate ṡ, as defined in Eq. (8), and

the rate of heat dissipated to the environment,

ṡ = −〈Q(t)〉
tTenv

. (12)

Therefore, in this paper, we call ṡ the entropy production rate, as well as, the rate of

dissipation.

As a last example, let us consider the case of a molecular motor that interacts with

m chemostats at chemical potentials µα, with α = 1, 2, . . . ,m, and an external agent

that exerts a mechanical force fmech on the motor. In this example [18]

sxy =
f(x)− f(y)

Tenv

+
m∑
α=1

µα
Tenv

nα(x, y)− fmechδ(x, y)

Tenv

, (13)

where nα(x, y) is the number of particles exchanged with the α-th reservoir when X

jumps for x to y, and δ(x, y) is the distance moved by the motor when X jumps for x

to y. We follow the usual convention that nα > 0 when the system binds particles and

nα < 0 when the system releases particles [3]. The minus sign in front of fmech implies

that the mechanical force opposes the motion of the motor when it moves forward.

3. Estimators of ṡ that rely on the measurement of a single current

We aim to infer ṡ based on the measurements of a single stochastic current of the form

J(t) :=
∑
x,y∈X

cx,yJx→y(t), (14)

where cx,y ∈ R; observe that the stochastic entropy production S, as defined in (6), is a

specific example of a current. If J = cS, with c a constant, then this is equivalent to an

estimation problem with complete information, while otherwise, this is an estimation

problem with partial information. Without loss of generality, we assume in what follows

that 〈J(t)〉/t = j > 0.
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3.1. Estimators of dissipation: general definitions

Given ns independent realisations J (i)(t) of a current J(t), with i = 1, 2, . . . , ns,

an estimator F( ~J t0) of ṡ is a functional defined on the set of trajectories ~J t0 =

([J (1)]t0, [J
(2)]t0, . . . , [J

(ns)]t0).

The bias of the estimator F is its average value

〈F( ~J t0)〉 = ŝ+ g(ns), (15)

where

ŝ = lim
ns→∞

〈F( ~J t0)〉 (16)

is the bias of the estimator in the asymptotic limit of an infinite number of realisations,

and g(ns) is a function that determines how the bias depends on ns; note that g(ns)→ 0

for ns � 1. An estimator is unbiased in the limit of an infinite number of realisations

when ŝ = ṡ, and it is an unbiased estimator, tout court, when both ŝ = ṡ and g = 0.

In what follows, we define three estimators of ṡ, namely, FFPR based on the FPR,

FTUR based on the TUR, and FKL based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence. As we

discuss, all the estimators capture a finite fraction of the dissipation, i.e.

ŝ ≤ ṡ, (17)

but the equality is attained in different circumstances. Consequently, all the functionals

we introduce are useful as estimators of dissipation, but they capture dissipation in

different scenarios.

3.2. An estimator based on the first-passage ratio ŝFPR (FPR)

3.2.1. Definition. We define an estimator FFPR of ṡ for which it holds that

lim
ns→∞

FFPR = ŝFPR, (18)

where ŝFPR is the first-passage ratio Eq. (3), with

TJ = inf {t > 0 : J(t) /∈ (−`−, `+)} (19)

and

p− = P (J(TJ) ≤ −`−) . (20)

Since an estimator F is defined on ns trajectories of the current J , we consider the

first-passage times

T
(i)
J = inf

{
t > 0 : J (i)(t) /∈ (−`−, `+)

}
with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ns} , (21)

associated with the different trajectories [J (i)]t0 of the current, and the decision variables

D(i) =

{
1 if J (i)(T (i)) ≥ `+,

−1 if J (i)(T (i)) ≤ −`−,
(22)

that determine for each trajectory whether the current crosses first the positive threshold

(D(i) = 1) or crosses first the negative threshold (D(i) = −1).
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Using T (i) and D(i), we define, assuming 〈J(t)〉 > 0, the estimator

FFPR :=
`+

`−

1

T̂J
|ln p̂−| , (23)

where

T̂J =
1

ns

ns∑
i=1

T
(i)
J (24)

is the empirical mean of the first-passage time, and

p̂− =
1

ns

min

{
ns∑
i=1

δD(i),−1, 1

}
(25)

is the empirical estimate of the splitting probability p−. Analogously, we can define the

estimator FFPR for 〈J(t)〉 < 0.

3.2.2. Bias. For stationary Markov jump processes, it holds that [1, 2]

ŝFPR

ṡ
≤ 1 + o`min

(1), (26)

where we added o`min
(1) to indicate that the inequality holds asymptotically for large

thresholds `min = min {`+, `−}; here o`min
(1) represents the small-o notation, i.e., a

function that converges to zero for large values of `min.

The equality in Eq. (26) is attained when J = cS, with c a constant [1, 2], while

for currents that are not proportional to S the estimate is in general biased.

Now, let us discuss how the bias depends on the number of realisations in the

process. For small values of ns it holds that

p̂− ≈
1

ns

, (27)

as the number of events with D(i) = −1 is negligible. Consequently, for ns � 1/p−,

〈FFPR〉 grows logarithmically in ns, i.e.,〈
FFPR

〉
≈ `+

`−

1

〈TJ〉
lnns ≤ ŝFPR. (28)

Notice that in Eq. (28), for our convenience, we have assumed 〈1/T̂J〉 ≈ 1/〈TJ〉, as this

will not effect the scaling arguments in ns. At larger values ns � 1/p−, the mean value

〈FFPR〉 saturates to

〈FFPR〉 ≈ ŝFPR. (29)

Combining Eq. (28) with Eq. (3), and considering that we assumed j > 0, we obtain

〈FFPR〉 =

{
`+
`−

1
〈TJ 〉

lnns if ns � 1/p−,
`+
`−

1
〈TJ 〉
| ln p−| if ns � 1/p−.

(30)

Equation (30) implies that around ns ≈ 1/p− the bias of the estimator saturates to its

asymptotic value, and the bias grows logarithmically at smaller values smaller of ns.
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For the case when J = S, martingale theory for e−S provides exact expressions

for p− in terms of the thresholds `− and `+ [30, 31, 32]. As shown in Appendix A, for

Markov jump processes near equilibrium (ṡ ≈ 0),

p− =
1− e−`+
e`− − e−`+

, (31)

so that we require a number

ns �
e`− − e−`+
1− e−`+

∼ e`− (32)

of samples, which grows exponentially in the depth of the negative threshold `−. For

process that are governed far from thermal equilibrium, we obtain instead (see Appendix

A)

p− ≤
1

emax{`−,∆s} − e−`+
(33)

where

∆s = inf|S(t)− lim
ε→0+

S(t− ε)| (34)

is the infimum of the jumps sizes in S(t). Equation (33) implies that the number of

samples required grows as

ns � emax{`−,∆s} − e−`+ ∼ emax{`−,∆s}, (35)

which is exponential in either the depth of the negative threshold `− or the minimal

jump size ∆s, depending on which one is larger. Hence, for processes that are governed

far from thermal equilibrium, the number of samples required is independent of the

thresholds, but instead depends on the jumps size ∆s.

3.3. An estimator based on the thermodynamic uncertainty ratio ŝTUR (TUR)

3.3.1. Definition. We define an estimator FTUR of ṡ for which it holds that

lim
ns→∞

FTUR = ŝTUR, (36)

where ŝTUR is the thermodynamic uncertainty ratio (2). The corresponding estimator

FTUR, defined on a finite number ns of realisations of X, is

FTUR :=
2

t

(∑ns

i=1 J
(i)(t)

)2

ns

∑ns

i=1 (J (i)(t))
2 − (

∑ns

i=1 J
(i)(t))

2 . (37)

3.3.2. Bias. For stationary Markov jump processes, the TUR-relation implies that the

bias [33, 34, 35, 36]

ŝTUR

ṡ
≤ 1, (38)

and hence also the TUR captures a finite fraction of the total dissipation.

The equality in Eq. (38) is attained by processes near equilibrium. On the other

hand, for processes driven away far from thermal equilibrium, the bias in FTUR is large,
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i.e., ŝTUR � ṡ [21, 37]. Improvements on the TUR exist, but these rely on measurements

of both currents and time-integrated empirical measures [38, 39], and thus require more

information about the process X.

To determine the dependence of 〈FTUR〉 on ns, we rely on the central limit theorem,

from which it follows that

〈FTUR〉 = ŝTUR +O

(
1
√
ns

)
, (39)

where O denotes the big-O notation. The correction term in Eq. (39) is due to sample-

to-sample fluctuations in the current.

3.4. An estimator based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence ŝKL

3.4.1. Definition. We define an estimator FKL of ṡ for which it holds that

lim
ns→∞

FKL = ṡKL, (40)

where ṡKL is defined in Eq. (1).

Consider the set J of all possible jump sizes ∆J(t) = J(t) − limε→0+ J(t − ε) in

J(t), excluding the ∆J(t) = 0 case as it does not count as a jump. Let N
(i)
j (t) denote

the number of ∆J (i)(t) = j occurrences in the trajectory [J (i)]t0. Since we assumed that

the process is reversible, see Eq. (5), it holds that −j ∈ J whenever j ∈ J . Therefore,

we define the estimator

FKL(t) :=
∑
j∈J

∑ns

i=1N
(i)
j (t)

t ns

ln

∑ns

i=1N
(i)
j (t)

max
{∑ns

i=1 N
(i)
−j(t), 1

} (41)

that estimates the entropy production rate assuming that the process is Markovian;

FKL(t) is closely related to the apparent entropy production considered in Refs. [40, 16].

In Eq. (43), it should be understood that 0 log(0) = 0.

3.4.2. Bias. It holds that [40, 16]

ŝKL

ṡ
≤ 1, (42)

which follows from applying Jensen’s inequality to the definition of ṡ, which states

that ṡ is a Kullback-Leibler divegence. The equality is attained when the current J is

Markovian and a linear combination of all independent currents in X.

We discuss how the bias 〈FKL〉 depends on ns. Let us assume that 〈J〉 > 0, nst is

small, and ṡ is large enough, so that N
(i)
−j = 0 for j > 0. In this case,

〈FKL(t)〉 ≈ N(t)

t ns

∑
j∈J∩R+

wj lnwj +
N(t)

t ns

lnN(t). (43)

where

N(t) =
∑
j∈J

ns∑
i=1

N
(i)
j (t) (44)
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is the total number of jumps observed, and

wj =

∑ns

i=1 N
(i)
j (t)

N(t)
(45)

is the fraction of jumps of size j. Setting N(t)/t ≈ ṅ ns, we obtain that

〈FKL(t)〉 ≈ ṅ
∑

j∈J∩R+

wj lnwj + ṅ ln (ṅ nst) . (46)

Hence, analogous to the FPR, the bias of 〈FKL(t)〉 grows logarithmically in the number

of samples ns until it reaches its asymptotic value ŝKL, and therefore 〈FKL(t)〉 takes a

form similar to Eq. (30).

In what follows, we compare estimation of dissipation with the three estimators

FFPR, FTUR and FKL, in two paradigmatic examples of nonequilibrium processes. As

discussed, this boils down to determining ŝ/ṡ and g(ns), as defined in Eq. (15), for these

three estimators.

4. Random walker on a two-dimensional lattice

We use first-passage processes for currents to infer the rate at which a random walker on

a two-dimensional lattice produces entropy. In particular, we compare estimates based

on FFPR with those based on FTUR and FKL.

In Sec. 4.1 we define the model. Subsequently, we analyse in Sec. 4.2 the bias in the

estimator FFPR for currents that are not proportional to S, and in Secs. 4.3 and 4.4 we

analyse the effect of finite thresholds and a finite number of realisations, respectively,

on the bias of FFPR.

4.1. Model definition

We consider a two-dimensional hopping process X = (X1, X2), with X1, X2 ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n} the coordinates of a random walker on a two-dimensional lattice of length

n with periodic boundary conditions [see Fig. 1(a) for an illustration]. The coordinates

evolve according to

dXi(t) = dN+
i (t)− dN−i (t), i ∈ {1, 2} , (47)

where N+
i and N−i are two counting process with rates k+

i and k−i , respectively, and the

boundary conditions are implemented by setting Xi ± n = Xi.

We parameterise the rates as

k+
1 =

eν/2

4 cosh(ν/2)
, k−1 =

e−ν/2

4 cosh(ν/2)
, (48)

and

k+
2 =

eνρ/2

4 cosh(νρ/2)
, k−2 =

e−νρ/2

4 cosh(νρ/2)
, (49)
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so that the total rate

ktotal = k+
1 + k−1 + k+

2 + k−2 = 1. (50)

Notice that the total rate fixes the characteristic time scale of the process. We assume,

without loss of generality, that ν ≥ 0 and ρ ≥ 1.

The stochastic entropy production, as defined by (6), is in the present example

given by

S(t) = νX1(t) + νρX2(t), (51)

as pss(x) = 1/n2 independent of x. Consequently, the entropy production rate

ṡ = ν(k+
1 − k−1 ) + νρ(k+

2 − k−2 ). (52)

From Eqs. (51) and (52) it follows that ν is the affinity associated with X1 and ρ is

the ratio between the affinities of X2 and X1. From a geometric point of view, the

stochastic process S in Eq. (51) can be represented as a vector in the (X1, X2)-plane.

The parameter ρ fixes the direction of this vector and ν its magnitude.

Without loss of generality, we can parametrise stochastic currents in this model by

J(t) = c(1−∆)X1(t) + c(1 + ∆)X2(t). (53)

Since the FPR and TUR are independent of c, we set c = 1. If

∆ =
ρ− 1

ρ+ 1
, (54)

then J(t) is proportional to S(t), which is independent of ν.

In the present model, the currents J are Markovian. This is a peculiar feature of the

random walk model as, in general, currents in Markov jump processes are nonMarkovian.

4.2. Entropy production estimation with currents that are not proportional to S

When J is proportional to S, then ŝFPR is unbiased in the limit of large thresholds,

and hence in this case the FPR is an optimal estimator of dissipation. However, for

currents that are not proportional to S, ŝFPR is biased. We analyse here the effect of

the parameter ∆ that determines the current J on the biases in ŝFPR (in the limit of

large thresholds), ŝTUR and ŝKL.

In the limit of large thresholds, the mean first-passage time (see Eq. (17) of Ref. [2])

〈TJ〉 =
`+

j
=

`+

(1−∆)(k+
1 − k−1 ) + (1 + ∆)(k+

2 − k−2 )
(55)

and the splitting probability (see Proposition 7 of Appendix E of [2])

p− = e`−z
∗
, (56)

where z∗ < 0 is the nonzero solution to

(1− e(1−∆)z∗)k+
1 + (1− e−(1−∆)z∗)k−1 + (1− e(1+∆)z∗)k+

2 + (1− e−(1+∆)z∗)k−2 = 0. (57)
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Figure 2. Comparing the bias of FPRs and TURs evaluated on currents in a random

walk process on a two-dimensional lattice. The ratios ŝFPR/ṡ [in the limit of `min →∞,

given by Eq. (58)] and ŝTUR/ṡ [Eq. (60)] are plotted as a function of the parameter

∆ that determines the current J . The vertical dotted lines determine the values of

∆ at which ŝFPR and ŝTUR reach their maximum, which are given by 1/3 [according

to Eq. (54)] and 0.0067 [Eq. (64)], respectively. The rates k+1 , k−1 , k+2 , and k−2 are

parametrised according to Eqs. (48) and (49), with ρ = 2 and ν = 5; the corresponding

value of ṡ ≈ 7.5ktotal. The ratio ŝTUR is evaluated at t = 20/ktotal. The dashed, blue,

horizontal line is a guide to the eye that indicates the value 1 corresponding to optimal

thermodynamic inference.

Hence, for `min = min {`−, `+} � 1 the ratio Eq. (3) reads

ŝFPR

ṡ
=
|z∗|
ν

(1−∆)(k+
1 − k−1 ) + (1 + ∆)(k+

2 − k−2 )

k+
1 − k−1 + ρ(k+

2 − k−2 )
, (58)

which is independent of the ratio `+/`−.

Figure 2 plots ŝFPR as a function of ∆ and shows graphically that ŝFPR ≤ ṡ,

in correspondence with the general bound (26). Moreover, the equality ŝFPR = ṡ is

attained when ∆ is given by Eq. (54), as indicated by the vertical, black, dotted line in

Fig. 2, and hence ŝFPR is an unbiased estimator when J(t) = S(t). Indeed, this can be

verified analytically, as

z∗ = −ν(ρ+ 1)

2
(59)

solves the Eq. (57) when ∆ is given by Eq. (54). Substituting the values of ∆ and z∗

given by (54) and (59) in Eq. (58), we recover (52), and hence we obtain in this case

that ŝFPR = ṡ.

Let us now compare the biases of ŝFPR and ŝTUR. A direct computation of j and

σ2
J(t) for a random walker on a two dimensional lattice gives

ŝTUR

ṡ
=

1

ν

2
[
(1−∆)(k+

1 − k−1 ) + (1 + ∆)(k+
2 − k−2 )

]2
[k+

1 − k−1 + ρ(k+
2 − k−2 )][(1−∆)2(k+

1 + k−1 ) + (1 + ∆)2(k+
2 + k−2 )]

. (60)
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Figure 3. The bias in the FPR and TUR as a function of the rate of dissipation.

The ratios ŝFPR/ṡ (in the limit of `min →∞) and ŝTUR/ṡ are plotted as a function of

the rate of dissipation ṡ/ktotal for the current with ∆ = 0.6 in the random walk model

defined on a two-dimensional lattice. The rates k+1 , k−1 , k+2 , and k−2 are parametrised

according to Eqs. (48) and (49), with ρ = 2, while the parameter ν depends on the rate

ṡ of dissipation. The horizontal dashed line denotes the asymptotic limit limν→∞ ŝFPR

given by Eq. (62).

Figure 2 plots ŝTUR/ṡ as a function of ∆, demonstrating graphically that ŝTUR < ṡ

in correspondence with the bound Eq. (38). However, contrarily to ŝFPR, the TUR

captures at most 25% of the total dissipation. This is due to the fact that the rate of

dissipation ṡ ≈ 7.5ktotal is large enough, and the TUR does not estimate well dissipation

far from thermal equilibrium.

To demonstrate that at high values of ṡ the FPR estimates better the entropy

production rate than the TUR, we consider the asymptotic limit of ν � 1, corresponding

with large dissipation rates ṡ. In this limit, the nonzero solution to Eq. (57) is

z∗ =

{
ν

∆−1
if ∆ < ρ−1

ρ+1
,

− νρ
1+∆

if ∆ > ρ−1
ρ+1

,
(61)

so that the FPR captures a nonzero fraction of the dissipation in the limit of large

entropy production rates, viz.,

lim
ν→∞

ŝFPR

ṡ
=

{
2

(1+ρ)(1−∆)
if ∆ < ρ−1

ρ+1
,

2ρ
(1+ρ)(1+∆)

if ∆ > ρ−1
ρ+1

.
(62)

On the other hand, in the limit of large ν, Eq. (60) implies that

lim
ν→∞

ŝTUR

ṡ
=

1

ν

4

(1 + ∆2)(1 + ρ)
+O(ν−2), (63)

and hence in the limit of ṡ� 1 the TUR captures a zero fraction of the total dissipation.
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The fact that ŝFPR captures a nonzero fraction of the entropy production rate far

from thermal equilibrium, while ŝTUR captures in this limit a zero fraction of the entropy

production rate, is demonstrated graphically in Fig. 3.

Another aspect of ŝFPR that is well illustrated with Fig. 2 is that the maximum

value of ŝFPR is attained when J = cS. Instead, for ŝTUR the most precise current is

determined by

∆ =
tanh(νρ/2)− tanh(ν/2)

tanh(νρ/2) + tanh(ν/2)
. (64)

Hence, the most precise current that maximises ŝTUR is in general not proportional to

the stochastic entropy production [37, 41]. For example, in Fig. 2, the most precise

current has a value ∆ ≈ 0.0067, which is different from ∆ = 1/3 corresponding with

J = S (both are indicated by the vertical dotted lines).

Lastly, let us compare ŝFPR with ŝKL. Since J is Markovian, it holds that ŝKL = ṡ,

and hence in the present example estimates based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence

are unbiased. This is a specific feature of the random walk model that does not extend

to other models, as currents in Markov jump processes are in general nonMarkovian,

such that, ŝKL < ṡ (see Sec. 5 for a general example). For this reason, the random walk

model studied in this section is mainly useful to compare entropy production estimates

based on FPRs with those based on TURs.

4.3. Effect of finite thresholds

So far, we have considered ŝFPR(`−, `+) in the limit of large thresholds `+, `− � 1. We

determine now the effect of finite thresholds on ŝFPR(`−, `+)/ṡ. For finite thresholds,

we solve numerically a recursion formula to determine ŝFPR(`−, `+), as explained in

Appendix B. Although there is no conceptually difficulty in considering asymmetric

thresholds, to reduce the number of parameters, we consider symmetric thresholds

`− = `+ = `.

Figure 4 plots the ratio ŝFPR(`−, `+)/ṡ for parameters that are the same as in

Fig. 2, but now for finite values of `. It is evident from Fig. 4 that even at relatively

small values of the thresholds, ŝFPR(`−, `+) estimates dissipation more accurately than

ŝTUR. For example, for ` = 0.1 the estimator ŝFPR(`−, `+) captures for ∆ ≈ 0 about

75% of ṡ, which should be compared with the 25% captured by the TUR.

In Fig. 5, we analyse ŝFPR(`−, `+) as a function of ` for a fixed value of ∆ = 0.6; note

that this is a generic example for which J is not proportional to S, and hence ŝFPR does

not capture all the dissipation in the process, not even in the limit of large thresholds.

The top panel of Fig. 5 plots ŝFPR(`−, `+)/ṡ as a function of ` for different values of

ν, which is the parameter that determines the hopping rates according to Eqs. (48)

and (49). At large values ν � 1 the rate of dissipation is large, and at small values

ν ≈ 0 the system is almost at equilibrium. In Fig. 5, we observe that asymptotically

for large `, ŝFPR(`−, `+)/ṡ < 1, in accordance with the universal first-passage bound

(26). However, how fast ŝFPR(`−, `+)/ṡ converges to its asymptotic limit depends on
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Figure 4. Effect of finite thresholds on the estimator ŝFPR (part I). The function

ŝFPR/ṡ is plotted as a function of ∆ for finite values of the thresholds `− = `+ = `.

Parameters are the same as in Fig. 2, except that the thresholds are finite, as given in

the legend. The dashed, blue, horizontal line is a guide to the eye that indicates the

value 1 corresponding to optimal inference.

ν: near equilibrium, e.g., for ν = 0.2, large values of ` ≈ 15 are required to estimate ṡ

accurately, while far from thermal equilibrium, e.g., for ν > 2.5, the ratio ŝFPR captures

about 90% of the dissipation for any value of `. Hence, for systems far from thermal

equilibrium, ŝFPR estimates dissipation well, even at very small values of the thresholds.

In order to better understand what value of ` is required to estimate dissipation, we

plot in the bottom panel of Fig. 5 the ratio ŝFPR(`−, `+)/ṡ as a function of | ln p−|. This

figure shows that ŝFPR(`−, `+) estimates well the entropy production rate whenever

| ln p−| > 3, and hence the relevant asymptotic parameter is p−, rather than the

threshold value `. Accordingly, for systems near equilibrium, a large threshold is

needed to bring p− < 0.05 = e−3, while for systems far from thermal equilibrium

p− < 0.05 = e−3 is reached for any value of the thresholds, as described by Eq. (33).

4.4. Effect of a finite number of realisations

So far, we have analysed ŝFPR(`−, `+), which is the value of the estimator FFPR when

an infinite number of realisations are available. However, in experimental situations,

we have to deal with a finite amount of data, and hence it is crucial to understand

how fast FFPR converges to ŝFPR(`−, `+) as a function of ns, the number of realisations

of the process X. We address this question here by simulating the process X with a

continuous-time Monte Carlo algorithm..

Figure 6 shows FFPR/ṡ as a function of ns for the same parameters as in Fig. 5

and for a fixed value of `. The value of ` is set to the smallest threshold value so that
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Figure 5. Effect of finite thresholds on the estimator ŝFP (part II). The ratio ŝFPR/ṡ

is plotted as a function of `− (top) and | ln p−| (bottom) for the current J with ∆ = 0.6

(defined in Eq. (53)) in the random walk process on a two-dimensional lattice. The

rates k+1 , k−1 , k+2 , and k−2 are parametrised according to Eqs. (48) and (49), with ρ = 2

and ν = 0.2, 1, 2.5, 5, as given in the legend; the corresponding values of ṡ/ktotal are

0.05, 1, 3.5, and 7.5, respectively. The thresholds are symmetric, `− = `+. The blue,

horizontal, dashed line is a guide to the eye that indicates the value 1.

p− < 0.05, in particular, ` = 10.41, 1.61, 0.01, 0.01 for ν = 0.2, 1, 2.5, 5, respectively;

note that for ν = 2.5 and ν = 5, we have set ` = 0.01, as setting ` = 0 would terminate

the process immediately.

We observe two regimes in Fig. 6: (a) when ns < 1/p−, then 〈FFPR〉 grows

logarithmically in ns; (b) when ns > 1/p−, then 〈FFPR〉 saturates to its asymptotic

value ŝFPR. To make it easier to differentiate these two regimes, Fig. 6 shows the value

ns = 1/p− with the vertical dotted lines. Hence, we conclude that, in correspondence

with Eq. (30), a number ns ∼ 1/p− of samples are required to optimally estimate the

rate of dissipation. The saturation of 〈FFPR〉 at ns ∼ 1/p− has the following intuitive

explanation: to determine the magnitude of p−, it is necessary to observe the frequency
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Figure 6. Effect of the sample size ns on the bias of estimators of dissipation. Circles,

squares, and diamonds denote, respectively, the expected values of 〈FFRP〉, 〈FTUR〉 and

〈FKL〉 ; error bars denote the standard deviations of FFRP and FTUR. Results shown

are for the current J with ∆ = 0.6 in the random walk process on a two-dimensional

lattice. Different figures represent different values of ν, corresponding with increasingly

large rates of dissipation, ranging from ṡ = 0.05ktotal when ν = 0.2 to ṡ = 7.5ktotal
when ν = 5. The same parameters have been selected as in Fig. 5, albeit for a

fixed threshold `− = `+ = `. The thresholds are set at ` = 10.41, 1.61, 0.01, 0.01

for ν = 0.2, 1, 2.5, 5, respectively, and the TUR and the Kullback-Leibler divergence

are evaluated at t = 1/ktotal. Markers are empirical averages over 1e + 3 runs, each

consisting of ns simulated realisations of X. The horizontal, blue, dashed lines denote

ŝFRP/ṡ, and the vertical, red, dotted lines denote the value ns = 1/p−.

of events that hit the negative threshold first. In the regime ns � /p− the experimenter

does not observe events for which the current hits the negative threshold first, while for

ns � /p− the experimenter observes several such events.
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Comparing estimates of dissipation based on the FPR with those based on the

TUR, we observe that for small values of ν (or ṡ) both estimators are equivalent:

their asymptotic values for ns � 1 are almost identical, in correspondence with Fig. 3,

and the estimators converge equally fast to the asymptotic limit, viz., about ns ∼ 102

realisations are required. On other hand, for large values of ν (or ṡ), the FPR captures

asymptotically a finite fraction of the entropy production rate, while the TUR captures

a negligible fraction of the entropy production rate. However, the small bias of the FPR

comes at the expense of a large sample size ns that is required to reach the asymptotic

limit (about ns ∼ 103 realisations are required for the FPR compared to ns ∼ 30 for the

TUR).

Comparing estimations of dissipation based on FFPR with those based on FKL, we

observe that the bias in FKL is smaller than the bias in FFPR. This is because in the

present model the current is Markovian, and consequently the estimator FKL is unbiased.

However, the dependence on ns is similar for both estimators, viz., for large values of ν

the bias grows logarithmically until it reaches its asymptotic value.

Taken together, Fig. 6 confirms the Eq. (30), and hence although far from thermal

equilibrium the FPR estimates a finite fraction of the total dissipation, this comes at

the expense of a possibly large number of samples ns & 1/p−, depending on how small

the splitting probability p− is.

5. Inference of the efficiency of molecular motors

As an application, we use first-passage processes to estimate the efficiency at which

a molecular motor converts chemical fuel into mechanical work. We assume that the

position of the molecular motor, which we denote by Y , is observed. Instead, the internal

degrees of freedom, such as the chemical states of the motor heads, are not known, and

hence this is a problem with partial information. Moreover, in this example the observed

current Y is nonMarkovian, and hence with this model we can quantify the influence

of nonMarkovian statistics on entropy production estimates. In particular, it will be

interesting to compare the biases of FFPR and FKL.

5.1. General setup: dissipation and efficiency of molecular motors

Consider a molecular motor that moves on a one-dimensional biofilament at mean

velocity v in steps of length δ. We denote by fmech the mechanical load felt by the

molecular motor (fmech > 0 denotes a hindering load, while fmech < 0 is an assisting

load). When fmechv > 0, then the molecular motor consumes chemical fuel in the

hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) into adenosine diphopshate (ADP) and an

inorganic phosphate (P) to perform work on an external cargo. Following [18], we define

the efficiency of the molecular motor as the ratio

η :=
fmechv

ẇchem

, (65)
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between the output power fmechv and the rate ẇchem of consumption of free energy input

due to the hydrolysis of ATP into ADP and P.

The rate of dissipation is the sum of the rate of entropy change in the chemostats,

given by ẇchem/Tenv, and in the thermal reservoir, given by −fmechv/Tenv, viz.,

ṡ =
ẇchem

Tenv

− fmechv

Tenv

. (66)

Combining the Eqs. (65) and (66), we obtain the relation

ṡ =
fmechv

Tenv

(
1− η
η

)
(67)

between the rate of dissipation ṡ and the motor efficiency.

5.2. A back-of-the-envelope estimate of the efficiency of molecular motors with

first-passage processes

Combining the FPR-inequality Eq. (29) with the expression (67), we obtain the upper

bound

η ≤ ηFPR =

(
1 +

Tenv

fmechv

`+

`−

|ln p−|
〈TY 〉

(1 + o`min
(1))

)−1

, (68)

on the efficiency of a molecular motor. The bound Eq. (68) is the FPR equivalent of

the bound [18],

η ≤ ηTUR =

(
1 +

Tenv

fmechδ

2〈Y (t)〉
σ2
Y (t)

)−1

(69)

that follows from the TUR inequality, given by Eq. (38). Analogously, there is the

bound

η ≤ ηKL =

(
1 +

Tenv

fmechv

(
jf − jb

)
log

jf

jb

)−1

(70)

based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence.

We estimate ηFPR based on the experimental data for Kinesin-1 published in

Ref. [42]. For forces fmech = 3 pN and [ATP] = 10 µM, a number of 2-8% of backward

steps were observed [42]. Hence, if we set the thresholds `− = `+ = δ = 8 nm, then

p− ∼ 0.02, and we are in the asymptotic regime of p− . 0.05 that was identified in

Fig. 5(b), albeit for a different model. Setting 〈TY 〉 ≈ δ/v, with δ = 8nm the step size

of the molecular motor, and considering room temperatures Tenv = 298× 1.38× 10−23J,

we obtain

η ≤ ηFPR =
1

1 + 298×1.38×0.01
24

× |ln 0.02|
≈ 0.6. (71)

As this simple back-of-the-envelope calculation illustrates, we can estimate dissipation

in nonequilibrium processes with ŝFPR. In the following sections, we use a more detailed

analysis that relies on a model for Kinesin-1 dynamics to determine the accuracy of this

estimate.
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5.3. Model for molecular motors with two motor heads

In the previous section, we have used the FPR to estimate the rate of dissipation of a

Kinesin-1 motor. In this section, we consider a molecular motor model for Kinesin-1 to

determine the accuracy of this estimate.

We describe the dynamics of Kinesin-1 with a model for two-headed molecular

motors. This model is a Markov jump process that determines the transitions between

the chemical states of the motor heads, and the model includes also one mechanical step.

Each motor head can take three different chemical states, namely, the ADP-bound (D),

ATP-bound (T), and nucleotide-free APO states (φ), leading to nine possible states.

However, since the kinetics of the two heads are coordinated, see Refs. [22, 6], a six

state model with the states

X(t) ∈ {(D : φ), (T : φ), (T : D), (φ : D), (φ : T), (D : T)} (72)

suffices to describe the dynamics of two-headed molecular motors. For convenience, we

also number the states from 1 to 6, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

In Fig. 1(b) we show all the possible chemical/mechanical transitions in the six-

state model for two-headed molecular motors. As argued in Ref. [22], the mechanical

step, corresponding with the interchange of the front and rear head, takes place during

the transition from (D : T) to (T : D), and therefore the position of the motor equals

the current

Y (t) := J2→5(t), (73)

where for convenience we have set Y (0) = 0.

The model contains three cycles: a forward cycle at rate jf corresponding to an

ATP-hydrolysis-induced forward step, a backward cycle at rate jb corresponding to an

ATP-hydrolysis-induced backward step, and a third cycle with rate j0 that hydrolysis

two ATP molecules but does not change the position of the motor. The total rate of

dissipation is

ṡ = jf

af

Tenv

+ jb

ab

Tenv

+ j0
a0

Tenv

(74)

where

af

Tenv

= ln
k1→2k2→5k5→6k6→1

k1→6k6→5k5→2k2→1

=
∆µ

Tenv

− fmechδ

Tenv

, (75)

ab

Tenv

= ln
k2→3k3→4k4→5k5→2

k2→5k5→4k4→3k3→2

=
∆µ

Tenv

+
fmechδ

Tenv

, (76)

are the affinities of the forward and backward cycles, and

a0 = af + ab (77)

is the affinity of the third cycle. Here

∆µ = Tenv ln

(
Keq

[ATP]

[ADP][P]

)
(78)
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is the supplied chemical energy due to the hydrolysis of ATP into ADP and P, and fmechδ

is the mechanical work done by the system on an external cargo during one molecular

motor step of length δ. In Eq. (78), [ATP], [ADP], and [P], are the concentrations in the

surrounding chemostat of ATP, ADP, and P, respectively, and Keq is the equilibrium

constant of the hydrolysis reaction.

Following [22, 6], we use for the rates of the chemomechanical transitions between

states 2 and 5 the formulae

k2→5(fmech) = k2→5(0)e−θ
fmechδ

Tenv (79)

and

k5→2(fmech) = k5→2(0)e(1−θ) fmechδ

Tenv . (80)

For the other rates we set

ki→j(fmech) =
2ki→j(0)

1 + eχij
fmechδ

Tenv

(81)

with χij = χji. The concentration [ATP] determines the rates

k1→2(0) = kbi
1→2[ATP] (82)

and

k4→5(0) = kbi
4→5[ATP], (83)

and the explicit dependence on the concentrations [ADP] and [P] is not considered. Due

to the equivalence of the two cycles, we also set k3→2(0) = k6→5(0), k2→3(0) = k5→6(0),

k3→4(0) = k6→1(0), k4→3(0) = k1→6(0), k4→5(0) = k1→2(0), χ23 = χ56, χ34 = χ61, and

χ45 = χ12. Moerover, we set

k5→2(0) = k2→5(0)

√
k5→4(0)

k2→1(0)
, (84)

such that the six-state model satisfies detailed balance when

fmech = 0 and [ATP] =
k1→6(0)

k6→1(0)

k6→5(0)

k5→6(0)

√
k5→4(0)k2→1(0)

kbi
4→5

. (85)

For these values of the control parameters, there is neither a chemical driving force

(∆µ = 0) nor a mechanical force (fmech = 0).

The remaining parameters ki→j(0), θ, χij, k
bi
1→2, and kbi

4→5 are motor specific, and

for Kinesin-1 they have been obtained in Refs. [6, 7] from fitting single molecule motility

data to the six-state model. Here, we will use these fitted parameters for Kinesin-1, and

for convenience we summarise the exact numerical values in Appendix C.

The concentration [ATP] and the mechanical load fmechδ/Tenv are external, control

parameters that can be modified by the experimenter.
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Figure 7. Simulation results for estimated molecular motor efficiencies. The

estimated efficiencies 〈η̂FPR〉, based on first-passage processes for the position Y (t)

in the molecular motor model described in Sec. 5.3, as a function of the number of

realisations ns for three different values of the thresholds `− = `+ = ` (as indicated by

the legend), [ATP] = 10µM, and fmech = 3pN. For reference, the efficiency η = 4.78 is

shown with the horizontal, blue dashed line; the estimate ηKL based on the Kullback-

Leibler divergence in the limit of ns � 1 is shown by the horizontal, red, solid line;

and the estimates 〈η̂TUR〉 based on the TUR evaluated at t = 1s are shown by the

green triangles. Each marker is an average over 1000 or 100 (for large values of ns)

realisations and the error bars denote the standard deviations of η̂FPR and η̂TUR. The

vertical, dotted lines denote the values of ns = 1/p−.

5.4. Estimating the efficiency of a molecular motor based on the measurement of its

position

We estimate the efficiency η from the measurement of the position Y of the molecular

motor, which according to Eq. (67) is equivalent to an entropy production estimation

problem. We consider the case of [ATP] = 10µM and fmech = 3pN, corresponding with

the calculation in Sec. 5.2 based on experimental data.

We define two estimators η̂FPR, and η̂TUR for the efficiency of η that are equivalent

to the estimators FFPR and FTUR for the rate of dissipation, i.e., they are estimates for

the efficiency when a finite number of trajectories are available. For estimation based

on first-passage processes, we consider

η̂FPR :=

(
1 +

Tenv

fmechv

`+

`−

|ln p̂−|
〈T̂Y 〉

)−1

, (86)

where p̂− and T̂Y are the estimates of p− and 〈TY 〉 based on a finite number of realisations

of the process, as in Eqs. (24) and (25); note that we assume that v = δ〈Y (t)〉/t is

known, although we could also take an estimated value for this quantity leading to
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almost identical results. To estimate the motor efficiency based on the TUR, we use

η̂TUR :=

(
1 +

Tenv

fmechδ

2Ŷ (t)

σ̂2
Y (t)

)−1

, (87)

where Ŷ (t) = n−1
s

∑ns

i=1 Y
(i)(t) and σ̂2

Y (t) = n−1
s

∑ns

i=1

(
Y (i)(t)

)2 − n−2
s

(∑ns

i=1 Y
(i)(t)

)2
.

Figure 7 plots 〈η̂FPR〉 as a function of ns for three values of ` = `− = `+, namely,

` = 1, ` = 2, and ` = 3, and compares the estimate 〈η̂FPR〉 with the efficiency η = 0.478

and the estimate 〈η̂TUR〉 based on the TUR.

Just as for the FFPR in Fig. 6, we can differentiate two regimes: (i) for ns < 1/p−,

the estimator 〈η̂FPR〉 decreases logarithmically; and (ii) for ns > 1/p−, the estimator

〈η̂FPR〉 has reached its asymptotic value. The values ns = 1/p− that separate the two

regimes are indicated for different values of ` by the vertical dotted lines.

For ` = 1, 〈η̂FPR〉 converges to its asymptotic value 0.6, which is similar to the value

we estimated in Sec. 5.2 based on experimental data. The simulation results in Fig. 7

show that this estimate can be improved by considering larger values of `, but this comes

at a significant expense in the number of realisations ns required. Nevertheless, the

estimate 〈η̂FPR〉 at small thresholds ` = 1 is better than the estimate 〈η̂TUR〉, indicating

again that small thresholds are sufficient to obtain accurate estimates of dissipation with

FPRs.

Interestingly, Fig. 7 shows that the estimates 〈η̂FPR〉 are less biased than the

estimate ηKL, given by Eq. (70), based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Note that

in the present example Y is a nonMarkovian current. Since ηKL does not account for

nonMarkovian effects in the current, we can attribute the smaller bias in the FPR due

to the nonMarkovian statistics of Y that are accounted for by the FPR.

6. Discussion

We have studied the problem of inferring the rate of entropy production ṡ from the

measurement of repeated realisations of a first-passage process of a single current. To

this aim, we have used the estimator FFPR [Eq. (23)] that converges in the limit of an

infinite number of realisations of the process to the first-passage ratio ŝFPR [Eq. (3)].

We have compared this estimator with FTUR, an estimator based on the TUR, and

with FKL, an estimator based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence. We discuss now the

strengths and weakness of these different estimators, and we also provide an outlook on

future challenges.

Comparing FFPR with FTUR, we conclude that far from thermal equilibrium the

FPR is a better estimator of dissipation. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3, far from

thermal equilibrium the FPR captures a finite fraction of ṡ, while the TUR captures

a negligible fraction ṡ; note that in the literature modifications of the TUR have

been derived that have a smaller bias than ŝTUR [38, 39], but these modified TURs

rely on measurements of both currents and time-integrated empirical measures, and

hence require more information about the process X than the trajectories of a single
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current. The estimation of dissipation with ŝFPR does require a number ns � 1/p−
of realisations of the nonequilibrium process, which can be large for processes far from

thermal equilibrium; in particular, we have shown that the number of realisations ns

increases exponentially as a function of ∆s, the minimal jump size of S. Nevertheless,

since far from thermal equilibrium FTUR/ṡ ≈ 0, it holds that the bias of the FPR is

smaller than the bias of the TUR, even for values of ns that are smaller than 1/p−.

Comparing FFPR with FKL, we conclude that for generic Markov jump processes

the bias in FFPR is smaller than the bias in FKL, as the FPR captures nonMarkovian

effects in the current (see Fig. 7). An exception is when the current J is Markovian, as

was the case for the random walk process discussed in Sec. 4. Note that it is possible to

include memory effects in the Kullback-Leibler divergence, e.g., by assuming the current

is a semi-Markov process [14], but in general this still leads to a biased estimator of

dissipation

Taken together, the three estimators FFPR, FTUR, and FKL are valid estimators of

dissipation, as they can be used to estimate dissipation in different circumstances. Near

equilibrium and with limited data available, the TUR is a good estimator of dissipation;

for Markovian currents the Kullback-Leibler divergence is the best estimator; and for

processes far from equilibrium with nonMarkovian currents the FPR is the estimator

with the least bias.

In the present paper, we have considered entropy production estimation based on

the measurement of a single current. Since all estimators are bounded from above by

the rate ṡ of entropy production, we can reduce the bias in the estimators by measuring

multiple currents, and maximising the estimator towards linear combinations of these

currents. In this regard, the FPR has the appealing property that the maximum of

this variational problem is attained by a current that is proportional to the entropy

production, and hence the affinities of the process can be inferred from a variational

principle.

The purpose of the present paper was to highlight the potential of a first-passage

approach to the entropy-production estimation problem. To this aim, we have performed

a comparative study using two simple examples of nonequilibrium processes. However,

to better understand estimation theory for entropy production rates, we think it will be

important to take the present study one step further and make an extensive comparison

of the different methods for the estimation of entropy production used in the literature,

e.g., by using a larger pool of estimators for entropy production and a larger pool of

models representing nonequilibrium systems. In this regard, one should be careful to

make a fair comparison of the different methods based on the knowledge they require

about the nonequilibrium process and the amount of data used. Also, we hope the

present manuscript highlights the importance of developing further the mathematics

underlying the estimator ŝFPR through extensions of the results in Ref. [2].

We end the paper with the discussion of an interesting, potential application in

cell biology. Proteins in living cells produce entropy, as they are involved in chemical

reactions that operate far from chemical equilibrium. However, due to the diffraction
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limit, it is challenging to measure the trajectories of individual proteins in living cells

at high enough spatial and temporal resolution. Nevertheless, in recent years significant

advances have been made in super-resolution live cell imaging, see e.g. Refs. [43, 45, 46].

If the resolution of these imaging methods can be further improved, then it will certainly

be possible to infer entropy production rates of individual proteins in living cells from

the measurements of their trajectories.

Appendix A. Splitting probabilities of S

To derive an exact expression for the splitting probabilities p− and p+ of S(t), we use

the integral fluctuation relation at stopping times [32]

〈e−S(TJ )〉 = 1, (A.1)

where TJ is a first-passage time of a current J with two thresholds, as defined in Eq. (19).

The derivations below follow the Refs. [31, 32].

Since the interval (−`−, `+) is finite,

P (TJ <∞) = 1, (A.2)

and therefore

p− + p+ = 1 (A.3)

and

p−〈e−S(TJ )|S(TJ) ≤ −`−〉+ p+〈e−S(TJ )|S(TJ) ≥ `+〉 = 1, (A.4)

where 〈·|·〉 are conditional expectations. Equations (A.3) and (A.4) imply that

p− =
1− 〈e−S(TJ )|S(TJ) ≥ `+〉

〈e−S(TJ )|S(TJ) ≤ −`−〉 − 〈e−S(TJ )|S(TJ) ≥ `+〉
. (A.5)

Hence, when the stochastic entropy production S(t) has continuous trajectories —

for Markov jump processes this is the near-equilibrium limit — Eq. (A.5) implies

p− =
1− e−`+
e`− − e−`+

. (A.6)

On the other hand, when the stochastic entropy production S(t) has jumps — for

Markov jump processes this is the general case — this gives

p− ≤
1

e`− − e−`+
. (A.7)

In addition, when the depth `− of the negative thresholds is small, the bound (A.7) can

be improved. Particularily, defining

∆s = inf

{
|S(t)− lim

ε→0+
S(t− ε)| : t ≥ 0

}
, (A.8)

the infimum value of the jump size in S(t), we obtain

p− ≤
1

emax{`−,∆s} − e−`+
. (A.9)

Hence, for processes governed far from thermal equilibrium so that ∆s� 1, we obtain

p− ≤ e−∆s. (A.10)
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Appendix B. Recursion equations for 〈TJ〉 and p− for a random walker on a

two-dimensional lattice

We derive a set of recursion equations that determine 〈TJ〉 and p− for currents J , as

given by Eq. (53), in random walkers on a two-dimensional lattice.

Appendix B.1. Recursion equations for p−

Let p−(x1, x2) be the probability for X = (X1, X2) to reach the region

(1−∆)X1 + (1 + ∆)X2 ≤ −`− (B.1)

before reaching

(1−∆)X1 + (1 + ∆)X2 ≥ `+, (B.2)

when the initial values X1(0) = x1 and X2(0) = x2.

Let

D− =
{

(x, y) ∈ R2 : (1−∆)x+ (1 + ∆)y ≤ −`−
}

(B.3)

and

D+ =
{

(x, y) ∈ R2 : (1−∆)x+ (1 + ∆)y ≥ `+

}
. (B.4)

It holds for all (x, y) /∈ D− ∪ D+ that [47]

p−(x, y) =
k−1
ktot

p−(x− (1−∆), y) +
k+

1

ktot

p−(x+ (1−∆), y)

+
k−2
ktot

p−(x, y − (1 + ∆)) +
k+

2

ktot

p−(x, y + (1 + ∆)), (B.5)

where ktot = k+
1 + k−1 + k+

2 + k−2 , and with boundary conditions

p−(x, y) = 1 if (x, y) ∈ D− (B.6)

and

p−(x, y) = 0 if (x, y) ∈ D+. (B.7)

The Eqs. (B.5-B.7) admit a unique solution p−(x, y) [47], which can be found by

solving the iterative equations

p−(x, y;n) =
k−1
ktot

p−(x− (1−∆), y;n− 1) +
k+

1

ktot

p−(x+ (1−∆), y;n− 1)

+
k−2
ktot

p−(x, y − (1 + ∆);n− 1) +
k+

2

ktot

p−(x, y + (1 + ∆);n− 1), (B.8)

for (x, y) ∈ R2 \ D− ∪ D+ and n ∈ N, and with boundary conditions

p−(x, y;n) = 1 if (x, y) ∈ D− (B.9)

and

p−(x, y;n) = 0 if (x, y) ∈ D+, (B.10)

also for n ∈ N. In the limit of large n, the stationary solution to the Eqs. (B.8-B.10)

converges to the solution of (B.5-B.7).
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Appendix B.2. Recursion equations for 〈TJ〉

The mean first-passage time t(x, y) = 〈TJ |X(0) = x, Y (0) = y〉 solves for all (x, y) /∈
D− ∪ D+ the equations [47]

t(x, y) =
k−1
ktot

t(x− (1−∆), y) +
k+

1

ktot

t(x+ (1−∆), y)

+
k−2
ktot

t(x, y − (1 + ∆)) +
k+

2

ktot

t(x, y + (1 + ∆)) + 1 (B.11)

and with boundary conditions

t(x, y) = 0 if (x, y) ∈ D− (B.12)

and

t(x, y) = 0 if (x, y) ∈ D+. (B.13)

Just as before, we can solve these equations iteratively by introducing a time-index

t(x, y;n) =
k+

1

ktot

t(x− (1−∆), y;n− 1) +
k−1
ktot

t(x+ (1−∆), y;n− 1)

+
k+

2

ktot

t(x, y − (1 + ∆);n− 1) +
k−2
ktot

t(x, y + (1 + ∆);n− 1) +
1

ktot

, (B.14)

for (x, y) ∈ R2 \ D− ∪ D+ and n ∈ N, and with

t(x, y;n) = 0 if (x, y) ∈ D− (B.15)

and

t(x, y;n) = 0 if (x, y) ∈ D+, (B.16)

also for all n ∈ N.

Appendix C. Parameters used for the six-state model of Kinesin-1

We specify the parameters that we use in Sec. 5 for the six-state model for two-headed

molecular motors, as visualised in Fig. 1.

The rates are parametrised as in Eqs. (79), (80), and (81), and we thus need to

specify the ki→j(0), θ, and χij. All parameters, except for k5→2(0), are set identical

as those in Ref. [6], which were obtained by fitting numerical result to single molecule

motility data. In particular we set θ = 0.61, χ12 = 0.15, χ56 = 0.0015, χ61 = 0.11,

k2→1(0) = 4200 s−1, k2→5(0) = 1.6 × 106 s−1,k5→6(0) = 190 s−1, k6→5(0) = 10 s−1,

k6→1(0) = 250 s−1, k1→6(0) = 230 s−1, k5→4(0) = 2.1 × 10−9 s−1, and we set

k1→2(0) = kbi
1→2(0)[ATP] with kbi

1→2(0) = 2.8µM−1s−1. Note that due to the equivalence

of the two cycles, we have set k3→2 = k6→5, k2→3 = k5→6, k3→4 = k6→1, k4→3 = k1→6,

k4→5 = kbi
4→5[ATP] = k1→2 = kbi

1→2[ATP], χ23 = χ56, χ34 = χ61, and χ45 = χ12.

For the rate k5→2(0) we have used Eq. (84) instead of the value

k5→2(0) = 1.1s−1 (C.1)
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used in Ref. [6]. The reason we prefer to use Eq. (84) is because then the model satisfies

detailed balance when the control parameters are given by Eq. (85). Moreover, since

k2→5(0)

√
k5→4(0)

k2→1(0)
≈ 1.13s−1 (C.2)

this will make no discernible difference in the model fits.

At equilibrium, i.e. for the control parameters given by Eq. (85), the stationary

state is

peq(1) =
1

N
, peq(2) =

1

N

√
k5→4(0)

k2→1(0)

k4→3(0)

k3→4(0)

k3→2(0)

k2→3(0)
, peq(3) =

1

N

√
k5→4(0)

k2→1(0)

k4→3(0)

k3→4(0)
,

peq(4) =
1

N

√
k5→4(0)

k2→1(0)
, peq(5) =

1

N
k4→3(0)

k3→4(0)

k3→2(0)

k2→3(0)
, peq(6) =

1

N
k4→3(0)

k3→4(0)
, (C.3)

where the normalisation constant is

N = 1 +

√
k5→4(0)

k2→1(0)

k4→3(0)

k3→4(0)

k3→2(0)

k2→3(0)
+

√
k5→4(0)

k2→1(0)

k4→3(0)

k3→4(0)

+

√
k5→4(0)

k2→1(0)
+
k4→3(0)

k3→4(0)

k3→2(0)

k2→3(0)
+
k4→3(0)

k3→4(0)
. (C.4)
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